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JUDICIAL SEPERATION UNDER HINDU LAWS  

 

ABSTRACT 

 

In India country at whatever point a suit for separate has documented the courts in their 

legal rights never out fairly authorize a separation at the horrendously starting case. 

Following the Indian culture of considering a wedding a religious ritual bond that can't be 

broken, Indian courts have developed an associate instrument called judicial separations 

which although having a nature like that of a divorce affords a while for self-contemplation 

to each the parties to a troubled wedding in order that dissolution of the wedding by means of 

divorce can be avoided. This paper would deal with all concerning the document and process 

of judicial separations. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Judicial Separation is an instrument devised beneath the law to afford a while for self-

contemplation to each the parties of a troubled wedding. The law permits a chance to both the 

husband and therefore the spouse to suppose the continuance of their relationship whereas at 

identical time directional them to measure separate, so permitting them, a lot of space and 

independence to decide on their path. It’s the last recourse accessible to each of the spouses 

before the particular legal breakup of the wedding i.e., divorce1. It’s primarily a brief 

suspension of married rights between the spouses as a result of decree gone by the Court on 

anybody of the grounds mentioned within the Section. 

                                                             
1 https://www.legalbites.in/judicial-seperation/ 
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CONCEPT OF MARRIAGE UNDER HINDU LAW 

 

In Hindu law, the notion of the wedding is to determine a permanent relationship between 

husband and mate. Further, the Hindu wedding Act, 1955, propounds bound conditions and 

requisite ceremonies for a Hindu wedding below ss. 5 and 7. 

Conditions: 

Section 5 of the Hindu wedding Act, 1955 provides needs of a marriage to be consummated 

for the solemnization of a Hindu wedding, scilicet:2 

 During the wedding, either party to the wedding shouldn't have a better half living at 

that point of the marriage [s.5 (I)]. 

 

 At the time of the wedding, neither party shouldn't be of unsound mind. Since he/she 

becomes incapable of giving legitimate consent to the wedding as a consequence of 

such unsoundness [s.5 (II) (a)]. 

 

 At the time of the wedding, neither party ought to be specified suffers from mental 

disorder of such a form or to such an associate who, though capable of giving a 

legitimate consent, is taken into account as unfit for wedding and for begetting 

youngsters [s.5 (II) (b)]. 

 

 At the time of the wedding, neither party to the wedding shouldn't be plagued by 

repeated attacks of psychopaths [s.5 (II) (c)]. 

 

 During the wedding, the bridegroom ought to have earned the age of 21 years and also 

the bride the age of 18 years [s.5 (III)]. 

 

 The parties to {the wedding} shouldn't be among the degrees of prohibited 

relationship unless the custom or a usage that governs each permits for his or her 

marriage [s.5 (IV)]. 

 

 The parties shouldn't be sapindas of every different unless the custom or usage that 

governs each permits their wedding [s.5 (v)].    

 

Ceremonies: 

                                                             
2 The Hindu Marriage Act, 1955, s. 5. 
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Section 7 of the Hindu wedding Act, 1955, elaborates on the mandatory ceremonies to 

perform for a legitimate Hindu wedding.3 Under s. 7 (1), a Hindu wedding could also be 

solemnized consistent with either party’s customary rites or ceremonies. Such customary rites 

and ceremonies below s.7 (2) additionally embrace saptapadi, i.e., playing seven steps by the 

bridegroom followed by the bride collectively ahead of a sacred fireplace. Thus, the wedding 

becomes complete once the last seventh step is taken. 

 

DIFFERENCE BETWEEN JUDICIAL SEPARATION AND DIVORCE 

 

Although the procedure of dealing defended and open proceedings for each judicial 

separations and divorce are similar, however, there are bound variations between them.   

 Judicial Separation is given below Section ten of the Hindu wedding Act, 1955. 

Whereas, Divorce is provided below Section thirteen of the Hindu wedding Act, 

1955.4 

 

 While undertakings proceedings for judicial separations, the court doesn't have to be 

compelled to think that the wedding is for good closed or countermined whereas in 

divorce it's needed whereas presenting the petition. 

 

 A judicial separation goes through one stage judgment procedure, however; divorce 

goes through a 2 stage judgment method. 

 

 There are bound provisions in Matrimonial Causes Act 1973 that are applicable to 

divorce however aren't applied to judicial separations petitions no matter hunting a 2 

or 5 year separation time period5. 

 

 A decree absolute of divorce brings a wedding to end and judicial separation does not. 

However, it's over a husband and mate living apart. A Decree of judicial separations 

is often wanted on one amongst the 5 facts that are present for divorce however it's 

not necessary to prove that the wedding has irretrievably countermined. 

 

 Judicial Separation briefly suspends the wedding and on the opposite hand, Divorce is 

that the finish of marriage. 

 

 The Decree of Judicial Separations has an equivalent result as a Decree Absolute of 

Divorce upon a will. The better half will not take any profit below desire need unless 

there's replacements will specifically stating they're to try and do, therefore6. 

                                                             
3 The Hindu Marriage Act, 1955, s.7. 
4 https://www.legalbites.in/concept-forms-marriage/ 
5 https://www.lawnn.com/judicial-separation/ 
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GROUNDS FOR JUDICIAL SEPRATION 

 

Under Section 13, if any wedding is solemnized before or when the commencement of the 

Hindu wedding Act, 1955, either husband or better half might gift a petition for a decree for 

dissolution of the wedding, i.e., divorce. The grounds for divorce and order square measure 

identical. Thus, the grounds for judicial separations are also pleaded square measure as 

follows:7 

 Cruelty {Section 13 (I) (i-a)} - When either of the relation a foul behavior towards 

another amounts to cruelty. This cruelty includes mental also as physical cruelty. 

However, the Court declared that every now and then it's potential that there is also 

the presence of anybody sort. The existence of physical and mental cruelty at a time 

isn't necessary. The term cruelty isn't outlined by anyone and wholly depended upon 

the facts and circumstances of the case8. 

 

 

 Desertion- {Section 13(I)(i-b)}- Under this section, it's outlined that if the relation 

left the opposite relation for any reason while not informing him/her for an amount 

not but two years before filing the petition by another relation, desertion provides a 

right to assert relief of order for the hurt party. 

 

 Adultery {Section 13(I) (i)} – Under the wedding Laws (Amendment) Act, 1976, the 

expression “living in adultery” has been distributed with and it's been replaced by an 

easy demand of adultery, that is, wherever the opposite party has, when the ritual of 

the wedding, had voluntary sexuality with someone aside from his or her relation. 

And thus, even one act of adultery is also sufficient currently for the relief beneath 

this head. 

 

 Conversion {Section 13 (II)} - If a celebration to the wedding has renounced the 

Hindu faith and embraced another faith; it's a ground for the opposite party to petition 

for judicial separations. If an individual leaves the Hindu faith to embrace another 

faith that he goes out of the fold of the definition of Hindu as given beneath Section 

two of the Act, then he's aforesaid to own regenerate himself. 

 

 Virulent and Incurable infectious disease – One amongst the grounds for judicial 

separations is that the respondent has been full of a virulent and incurable style of 

infectious disease. The expression ‘Virulent’ has been taken as malignant or 

Venomous. 

                                                                                                                                                                                             
6 https://highcourtchd.gov.in/hclscc/subpages/pdf_files/4.pdf 
7 The Hindu Marriage Act, 1955, s. 13 
8 https://www.vakilno1.com/legalviews/judicial-separation-divorce-india.html 
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 Bigamy {Sections 13(2)(i)} - Whereby husband has more than one wife living. It’s to 

be noted, that if the husband has married before the commencement of the Act and 

when this, he has remarried once more then such a petition is filed. Providing the 

opposite better half should be alive throughout the presentation of the petition. 

 

 Venereal Disease {Sections 13(v)} – Judicial separations is procurable if the 

respondent has been full of contagion in an exceedingly communicable type. 

 

 

 Renounced the World {Section 13(vi)}- If the relation enters into the leaves the 

worldly affairs and enters any spiritual believes solely. It is believed to be civil death 

and provides relief for the order to an alternative party. 

 

 Presumed death {Section 13(vii)} - This refers once the relationship is missing for 

the past seven years ceaselessly and neither of his or her friends, relatives, or the other 

person's potential is aware of his existence or has not been detected alive. 

 

 Option of time of life {Section 13(2)(iv)}- If the wedding of ladies was done at a 

younger age and also the marriage was solemnized before the age of fifteen, then once 

she attains the age of fifteen, she holds Associate in Nursing choice to repudiate the 

wedding before attaining the age of eighteen. 

 

 Rape, anal sex or sex {Section 13(2) (ii)} - The better half incorporates a right to file 

a petition for the order if her husband is guilty of charges like rape, sex, or anal sex 

when the wedding. 

 

FILING PETITION FOR JUDICIAL SEPARATION 

 

The Hindu wedding Act, 1955 provides for lawful judicial separations under section 10 for 

both the spouse who is married under the said section. This implies that they're entitled to 

assert the relief of judicial petition by the filing of a petition and once the order for identical 

has been passed; they're not at risk of cohabitating. 

Furthermore, either of the parties to the wedding, who has been hurt by the opposite party, is 

entitled to file for the judicial separations at a District Court under Section 10 of the Hindu 
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Marriage Act, 1955. However, the subsequent necessities square measure needed to be 

consummated for the same:9 

 The aforesaid wedding between the husband and the better half should be celebrated 

properly according to Hindu Marriage Act, 1955. 

 

 The respondent is needed to be settled inside the jurisdiction of the court wherever the 

petitioner filed the petition. 

 

 It is essential for the husband and better half to own lived along for a selected amount 

of your time before filing the aforesaid petition. 

 

 Each petition, as per, Order VII Rule one of the Civil Procedure Code, 1973 should 

disclose the subsequent details and cling to them: 

 

 The date and place of the wedding. 

 

 The person is needed to be a Hindu, by his/her official document. 

 

 Name, status, address of each of the parties 

 

 Name, DOB, and gender of children (if any) 

 

 All requisite details of proceedings before filing the decree for order or divorce. 

 

 For the order, the proof should prove the grounds declared higher than for identical. 

 

WHY IS JUDICIAL SEPARATIONS IS BETTER THAN DIVORCE? 

 

 It provides party associate degree choice to continue the wedding. 

 

 It doesn't place a final finish to the wedding. 

 

 It helps to forestall the selections created hurriedly out of human anger or other 

problems. 

 

 Failure of non-resumption offers associate degree choice to file suit for a decree of 

divorce. 

                                                             
9 https://www.helplinelaw.com/family-law/JUDISI/judicial-separation-in-india.html 
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 Gives the parties their personal area concerning the legal right and time to rethink. 

 

Importantly, if the husband tried to force his better half for the act of physical relationship 

then it wills quantity to rape. For this act of husband, he controls liable below Section 376(A) 

of Indian legal code wherever he shall be penalized with imprisonment that will extend up to 

an amount of 2 years and fine. Mere passing the decree doesn't finish the legal status of 

parties. 10 

 

CAN PARTIES RESUME COHABITATION LATER? 

 

If the party would like to reside alone then they're liberated to do so. The decree passed is 

judgment in rem and therefore don't need to essentially get an order of order annulled by the 

court. However, Section 10(2) offers power to Court to overturn the decree for the order if it 

appears to match and cheap. Wherever a celebration did not establish that there exist grounds 

for getting divorced, the decree of order won't be granted.11  

However, throughout the time of separation, a better half will claim maintenance from her 

husband if she fails to take care of herself12.  Also, it's not necessary that the husband and the 

better half have to be compelled to reside at completely different places. However, the apex 

Court definitely determined that there's no necessity of the presence of proof on the far side 

cheap doubt wherever persona relationships area unit concerned particularly those between 

husband and better half13.  

 

CASE LAWS 

 

1) In the case of Prakash Chandra Verma v. Prakashwati14 the Allahabad judicature 

through Justice B.N. Katju additionally enunciated similar variations between divorce 

and order for the benefit of understanding. Therefore judicial separations and Divorce 

lawfully have an analogous character with virtually similar means that, however on 

considering their ends, they're distinct. 

 

                                                             
10 Narasinmha v. M. Boosamma 
11 Menthena Siromani v. M. Venkateshwar Raju 
12 Sohan Lal v. Kamlesh 
13 Dastane v. Dastane 
14 Prakash Chandra Verma v. Prakashwati, 1983 All LJ 766 
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2) In Yashoda Dai v. K.B. Kalavkar15, the court declared that trivial matters that cause 

quarrels, like the mother-in-law's presence within the family, won't be thought of as 

mental cruelty. Hence, judicial separations weren’t granted. 

 

3) In Shakuntala v. Om Prakash16, it had controls that for legitimate desertion as a 

ground for judicial separations, the term mentioned below the Hindu Marriage Act, 

1955 ought to be glad i.e. the desertion by either party to the wedding should be for a 

statutory amount of 2 years preceding the date of presentation of the petition. 

 

4) In Bishwanath v. Anjali17, the court processed that for a decree of judicial separation 

to be granted, the wedding between such parties ought to be a legitimate marriage 

recognized below Hindu Marriage Act, 1955. 

 

5) In Hirachand Srinivas Managoankar v. Sunanda18, the Apex Court awarded no 

restriction within the grant of decree for the order will any move to divorce since the 

adulterous conduct of the better half has been proved. 

 

6) In Shyam Sundar v. Santadevi19, the court declared that pleading for an order for 

cruelty as a ground is spare as a result of the act of that the relatives of her husband 

disabled the better half within the presence of the husband was proved. However, the 

husband additionally unheeded and did not save her. 

 

7) In M. bush Devapriya v. A. writer Dhanraj20, decree for judicial separation is granted 

to the petitioner (wife) as a result of it's impractical to reside with the relative 

(husband) United Nations agency has been littered with virulent unwellness|infectious 

disease} and his disease had proved by the petitioner on the far side all cheap doubts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
15 AIR 1992 Kar 368 
16 19 (1981) DLT 64. 
17 AIR 1975 Cal 45 
18 (2001) 4 SCC 125 
19 AIR 1961 All 563. 
20 2017 SCC Online Mad 26884. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

Judicial separation is simply a step before the divorce. It gives the gatherings to re-examine 

and tackle the hard feelings between them. However, if the problems appear to be serious 

then the parties have the choice to bring the marriage to finish by filing for the decree of 

judicial separations. Whereas, the commencement of inhabitation will even be created with 

the mutual consent and understanding of the parties. A decree of judicial separations needs 

spare pieces of evidence thus on pass the decree21.  These reliefs weren't provided before 

1955. They came into existence when the legislation was shaped in Hindu Law. These were 

provided to produce a stronger life for the party who is really suffered by the existence of 

wedding. At times, it's additionally attainable that the decree of divorce be regenerate to a 

decree of judicial separations if the court deems it cheap22. 

                                                             
21 Sulekha Bairagi v. Prof. Kamala Kanta Bairagi 
22 Chandra v. Suresh (1971) 


